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About This Content

The M-2000C is a multi-role, French-designed, 4th generation fighter. It was designed in the 1970s as a lightweight fighter and
in excess of 600 M-2000C aircraft have been built. The M-2000C is a single-engine fighter with a low-set delta wing with no
horizontal tail. It has excellent manoeuvrability given its relaxed stability and fly-by-wire flight control system. The M-2000C
also includes a multi-mode RDI radar that is capable of tracking and engaging targets at beyond visual ranges. In addition to

engaging other aircraft with cannon and missiles, the M-2000C can also engage ground targets with cannon, rockets and bombs.
The M-2000C is a perfect fit for the battlefields of DCS World!

We now bring an exacting simulation of the M-2000C to DCS World. The M-2000C is highly optimized to work within DCS
World and takes advantage of the Digital Combat environment that only Eagle Dynamics can offer.

Please note that the DCS: M-2000C, and all future DCS World DLC releases on Steam, will now use Steam Keys
instead of Starforce keys. As such, these purchases cannot be activated on the DCS World e-Shop version. Previous

purchases will not be affected.

Key Features:

Advanced flight model providing realistic performance and flight characteristics

Highly detailed 3D model and animations

Highly detailed and accurate 6 DOF cockpit with mouse-interactive controls
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Realistic modelling of aircraft systems including electrical, fuel, hydraulics, lighting, engine and navigation

High resolution 3D model and cockpit textures, including specular and bump mapping

Inflight programmable INS

Synthetic runway display on HUD

Realistic HUD and weapons systems including:

Air-to-Air and Air-to-Ground cannon

Magic II and Super 530D Air-to-Air missiles

Matra rocket pods

CCIP and CCRP bomb delivery

Realistic afterburner and over-wing vapour effects

Numerous skins

Instant action and single missions
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Title: DCS: M-2000C
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
RAZBAM Sims
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech,French,Simplified Chinese
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Singleplayer: Not a Bad game, there's even a Workshop for it, plus STC...

Co-Op/Multi-player: But a Dead game.

There's also only 1 Map, which makes YAZD HD pretty fast being boring.. Great workout! Simple but nice!
I think I lost couple of pounds on my first session :D When you hear the monster right besides you, you get this adrenaline rush
and you start running even faster. Love that feeling. Also it's cool that I can run forward and look behind to see where the
monster is.
Holding the grip to run was a bit uncomfortable at first, so you have to get use to it (update on that would be a good thing).

Really looking forward on what the developers have to offer in the future.. Very fun... Able to sink many hours into it at one
time and the time just flys by... Already got the game for some buddies and they are hooked on it. Really addictive. Spent 11
hours in a row in it since I bought it.
I was a bit sceptical at first since I knew it was a mobile app, but no, it`s fine for PC)
7 battlecruisers out of 10

so, pros:
 - ship fitting, not a new thingy, but I like the depth of customising here, no imba-things.
 - tactical turn-based combat. You really wanna fit your ships the right way for this (hello grinder-of-orion-battles).
 - lots of temporary and permanent in-battle effects, sometimes have to change strategy because of high gravitation near the
planet, where your ships can be slow easy targets, or some solar radiation tampering with ships capacitors.
 - kind of nice free roam exploring mode.
 - overall nice picture and ship designs.

cons:
 - every faction in this game attacks you on sight, whereever you go, you have to wipe out everything in your way, no standings,
no trading, no anything. Except main story, where you sometimes interact with other factions in text-quest style, but you don`t
really have any choices there
 - no way to leave the game or load a save while in battle. If you cannot defeat an opponent and he cannot kill your ships, have to
ctrl+alt+del, Or wait forewer till your ships health slowly melt to zero. I Had this kind of situation.
 - Not-so brilliant AI
 - You have to start a battle every 10 secons spent on system map. No way avoiding that, Every planet is patrolled by someone
eager to attack you on sight.
 - I really do not understand what some of the icons mean. Temporary effects mostly, there is no point-and-read thing.
 - No comprehensive tutorial.

There is some flaws, but the game is very addictive.

Sure, the game is not perfect, there were even a gamebraking bug the first time I started campign - endless hordes of incoming
fleets with no opportunity to even exit to menu, lol. But it was kinda fun))
. Just a colourful memory game with no sense or logic behind any choice whatsoever.
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generic timekiller. This is not a typical Trials game. There are very few actual Trials levels. Instead, they shoehorned it terrible
platforming levels that control miserably. The aesthetic is cool, but its a shame it wasn't actually put into a good Trials game..
This is just what I have been looking for in VR! I love it when VR games have a walk in place option other than slide around or
teleport, feels so much more natural. Now I can use it with all my VR games!. Life is a mystery, are you going to uncover it or
just sit there getting high?. This game would be a great puzzle game if not for the ghost levels (Ooky Spooky world). The ghost
ruins the game. It's not even that hard to avoid, you just have to avoid the ghost most of the time whilst trying to do the normal
puzzle-solving stuff, and all you have to do is wait in a corner to lure it there, then run to the other side. And this wastes huge
amounts of time, so I often found myself failing to the ghost not out of difficulty, but mistakes made via boredom and
frustration at having to wait around so much.

So due to the ghost I never finished Ooky Spooky world without a vile cheat, which is a shame.

The music's pretty entertaining as well.. Wow this game is surprising really good.. BIOS is a fast paced, first person running-
shooter game, where you run in different areas and shoot machines on walls, or AI's running agens you while getting to the
finish line in a short amount of time.

The game is fast, but heavy. Beautiful with UE4 engine, but brutal. The whole goal and idea behind this is to get pass the hard
develop strategi maps and get to the finish line in a short amount of time. We have from normal to extreme mode, where the
maps are different with different weapons. It gives a decent challenge to the player to remember the AI's spot in the maps while
running with a different weapon the moste of the time.

I have to admit, that this is not my cup of tea because i miss the shoot-a-player feeling, but comparing it to other time-based
games, then it's just different with a FPS mode. So if you like singleplayer time-based fps games, AI's and machines on walls
with either machineguns, laser, rockets, with the hardcore UE4 engine that makes the game beautiful, then this game is for you.

Here is a demo:
http:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/theearlyaccess\/v\/8603902
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